2022 SRNT Addendum

Withdrawn Presentations

Symposium Presentations

Podium (Spoken) Presentations
Podium 07, Presentation 2: TOBACCO PRODUCT TAX RATES AND EMERGING ADULT TOBACCO USE

Podium 14, Presentation 4: EXOSOMES ARE PATHOGENIC ENTITIES THAT DRIVE TISSUE REMODELING DURING CONVENTIONAL SMOKING

Podium 15, Presentation 1: CIGARETTE AND E-CIGARETTE POLICY EFFECTS ON TOBACCO-RELATED EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VISITS AMONG PEDIATRIC POPULATIONS IN THE U.S.

Paper Plus Presentations

PP4-001: PROJECT PHOENIX: PILOT INTERVENTION FOR SMOKERS WHO ARE NOT READY TO QUIT SMOKING

PP4-003: EMOTIONAL REGULATION, IMPULSIVITY, 5-HTTLPR AND TOBACCO USE BEHAVIOR AMONG PSYCHIATRIC INPATIENTS *NOTE: Moved to poster session at the request of the submitter.

PP4-003: RELAPSE TO SMOKING IS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED PAIN SENSITIVITY *NOTE: Rapid Response abstract that replaced the previously withdrawn PP4-003 abstract.

Paper Plus Presentations (Continued)

PP4-022: PSYCHOLOGICAL AND APP ENGAGEMENT FACTORS IN A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF THE SMILING INSTEAD OF SMOKING (SIS3) APP: EARLY FINDINGS

PP4-024: EDUCATIONAL INEQUALITIES IN EXPOSURE TO TOBACCO PROMOTION AT THE POINT OF SALE AMONG ADOLESCENTS IN THE NETHERLANDS

PP4-025: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RICH AND POOR NEIGHBOURHOODS IN TOBACCO OUTLET PROXIMITY IN THE NETHERLANDS.

PP4-032: EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF SMOKING CESSATION SMARTPHONE APPS ON TREATMENT UTILIZATION IN CIGARETTE SMOKERS

PP4-044: RECIPROCAL BENEFITS OF LUNG CANCER SCREENING AND TOBACCO TREATMENT ON UPTAKE AND EQUITY OF PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PREVENTION *NOTE: This presentation was accidentally dual scheduled. Included in Podium Session 1.

PP4-051: VARIATIONS IN CIGARETTE BRAND CHARACTERISTICS: CAN CONSUMERS TELL THE DIFFERENCE?

PP4-058: NEW TOBACCO AND NICOTINE PRODUCTS IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN: ASSESSING THE MARKET AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
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Withdrawn Presentations (Continued)

Paper Plus Presentations (Continued)

PP4-074: ASSESSMENT OF NICOTINE PROTONATION STATE IN E-LIQUIDS USING BENCHTOP NMR SPECTROSCOPY
PP4-084: EFFECTS OF E-CIGARETTE AEROSOL EXPOSURE ON THE MUCOCILIARY AIRWAY EPITHELIUM
PP4-107: EFFECTIVENESS OF TAILORED TEXT MESSAGE SMOKING CESSION SUPPORT FOR PREGNANT WOMEN: MIQUIT3 RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL AND META-ANALYSIS
PP4-115: PSYCHOSOCIAL PREDICTORS OF LONGITUDINAL CHANGES IN TOBACCO AND MARIJUANA USE AMONG YOUNG ADULTS FROM 2018 TO 2020 *NOTE: This presentation was accidentally dual scheduled. Included in Podium Session 8.
PP4-122: STRENGTHENING CONNECTIVITY: LEVERAGING GAME-PLAY AND SOCIAL NETWORKS TO PREVENT ADOLESCENT TOBACCO USE
PP4-124: A REMOTE PILOT STUDY TO EXAMINE THE INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF E-CIGARETTE FLAVOR AND NICOTINE DOSE ON ADDICTION POTENTIAL *NOTE: This presentation moved to Poster Session 5 at the request of the author.
PP4-141: ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF TOBACCO-21 ON YOUTH TOBACCO USE AND SALES

Poster Presentations

Poster Session 1

PS1-001: OUTPATIENT SMOKING CESSATION - FINDINGS OF A NON-INFERIORITY RCT COMPARING BLENDED WITH FACE-TO-FACE DELIVERY MODE
PS1-005: BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN SMOKERS WHO ARE FAST NICOTINE METABOLIZERS EXHIBIT WORSE LUNG FUNCTION AND SYMPTOMATOLOGY
PS1-011: METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY E-CIGARETTES IN A REMOTE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
PS1-016: SENSORY APPEAL AND PUFFING INTENSITY OF E-CIGARETTE USE: INFLUENCE OF NICOTINE SALTS VERSUS FREE-BASE NICOTINE IN E-LIQUIDS
PS1-040: TESTING THE ADDICTIVE POTENTIAL OF TOBACCO SMOKE COMPONENTS WITH THE ZEBRAFISH EMBRYO MODEL
PS1-055: CIGARETTE SMOKING AFTER SURVIVING BREAST CANCER: A PILOT STUDY
PS1-094: DOES HAVING SMOKING FRIENDS MEDIATE THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN E-CIGARETTE USE TO CIGARETTE SMOKING: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY
PS1-103: E-LIQUIDS WITH NICOTINE SALTS HAVE HIGHER NICOTINE AND FLAVORING CONCENTRATIONS COMPARED TO E-LIQUIDS WITH FREE-BASE NICOTINE
PS1-138: IDENTIFYING E-CIGARETTE CONTENT ON YOUTUBE THROUGH MACHINE LEARNING
PS1-140: EXAMINING THEMES RELATED TO COVID-19 AND NICOTINE ON INSTAGRAM
PS1-149: TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF BRAIN FUNCTION IN NICOTINE DEPENDENCE
PS1-152: USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO INFORM PUBLIC HEALTH CAMPAIGNS
PS1-153: PATTERNS OF CANNABIS AND TOBACCO USE IN AUSTRALIA: A LATENT CLASS ANALYSIS AND HEALTH-RELATED CORRELATES
PS1-158: ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL POLYTOBACCO USE DATA
Withdrawn Presentations (Continued)

Posters Presentations (Continued)

Poster Session 2
PS2-010: A COMPARISON OF DAILY AND NON-DAILY SMOKERS WITH HIV
PS2-041: EFFECT OF UNANI FORMULATION HABB-E-JAWAHAR ON SERUM CORTICOSTERONE LEVELS IN NICOTINE DEPENDENT RATS
PS2-064: TRANSITION BETWEEN SMOKING AND VAPING STATES IN THE 20S
PS2-084: DIFFUSION OF OUTDOOR SMOKE-FREE POLICIES AT SPORTS CLUBS IN THE NETHERLANDS
PS2-136: TESTING AN INTEGRATED THEORY OF VAPING INITIATION IN HISPANIC YOUTH
PS2-143: A MIXED-METHODS STUDY OF ADULT SMOKERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF DIFFERENT CESSATION MESSAGES ON CIGARETTE PACK INSERTS
PS2-143: REAL-TIME EXPOSURE TO ANTI-TOBACCO MESSAGING AMONG YOUNG ADULTS
PS2-153: IT TAKES A QUITTER TO MAKE A QUITTER: LEVERAGING INSIGHTS FROM CESSATION PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS TO INFORM RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGNS

Poster Session 3
PS3-044: FETAL EXPOSURES WITH VAPING DURING PREGNANCY - A NOVEL PREGNANT OVINE MODEL
PS3-052: DO CIGARETTE AND E-CIGARETTE USERS ALLOW TOBACCO USE IN THEIR CARS?
PS3-097: THE USE OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY VAPING PRODUCTS IN THE UK AND PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS: A CROSS-SECTIONAL SURVEY
PS3-104: THE ROLE OF SOCIAL CONNECTIONS IN DRIVING INTENTION TO USE DIFFERENT TOBACCO PRODUCTS

PS3-123: THE IMPORTANCE OF PEER IMITATION ON SMOKING CESSATION OVER TIME - A DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH
PS3-134: SYNTHETIC NICOTINE HAS ARRIVED - HISTORY, PATENTS AND MARKETING
PS3-137: STORM HEROES A GAME-BASED TOBACCO PREVENTION INTERVENTION THAT PROMOTES PEER TO PEER INTERACTION AMONG ADOLESCENT
PS3-140: CESSATION INDUCTION THROUGH MEDICATION SAMPLING: SYNTHESIS OF FOUR RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS
PS3-146: ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN SMOKING AND PAIN IN EARLY RECOVERY IN RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT SEEKERS
PS3-147: DEVELOPMENT OF CBT4CBT FOR YOUTH E-CIGARETTE CESSATION
PS3-149: ADAPTING A SMOKING CESSATION APP FOR SMOKERS WITH HIV USING A USER-CENTERED DESIGN RESEARCH APPROACH
PS3-158: TMS TO THE MEDIAL PREFRONTAL CORTEX: A NOVEL NEUROMODULATION STRATEGY TO DECREASE CIGARETTE CONSUMPTION, IMPROVE MOOD, AND CHANGE FRONTO-STRIATAL REACTIVITY TO CUES
PS3-160: A STIMULATING DISCUSSION ON THE THERAPEUTIC POTENTIAL OF HIGH-FREQUENCY REPETITIVE TRANSCRANIAL MAGNETIC STIMULATION FOR CANNABIS USE DISORDER: TARGETING THE SALIENCE NETWORK
PS3-161: CONFRONTING GLOBAL CHALLENGES, PARTICULARLY POTENTIAL LEGAL OBSTACLES
Withdrawn Presentations (Continued)

Poster Presentations (Continued)

Poster Session 5

P55-001: CANNABIS AND NICOTINE CO-USE AMONG PRIMARY CARE PATIENTS IN A STATE WITH LEGAL CANNABIS ACCESS

P55-004: THE DUAL UTILITY OF CG05575921 METHYLATION IN LUNG CANCER SCREENING DECISION MAKING: THE VALUE OF RACIAL AND GENDER BIAS FREE PRECISION EPGENETICS APPROACHES IN GUIDING LOW DOSE COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY (LDCT) USE AND SMOKING CESSATION

P55-036: LABORATORY SELF-ADMINISTRATION OF CIGARETTES WITH VARYING NICOTINE CONTENTS BEFORE AND AFTER 3 WEEKS OF AT-HOME EXPOSURE: A BEHAVIORAL ECONOMIC ABUSE-LIABILITY ANALYSIS
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Withdrawn Presentations (Continued)

Poster Presentations (Continued)

Poster Session 5 (Continued)

PSS-057: QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF EMISSIONS FROM ENDS
PSS-070: EXPOSURE TO SECOND-HAND AEROSOLS FROM ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AT HOME: A REAL-LIFE STUDY IN FOUR EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
PSS-077: CIGARETTE TAXES INCREASE PRESCRIPTION CESATION MEDICATIONS, BUT E-CIGARETTE TAXES DO NOT
PSS-130: USE OF TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND E-CIGARETTES AND PASSIVE EXPOSURE TO THEM IN EUROPE: THE TACKSHS PROJECT
PSS-134: AMBULATORY PUFF AND RESPIRATION TOPOGRAPHY FOR JUUL
PSS-143: OXIDATIVE POTENTIAL AND PHYSICO-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF WATERPIPE TOBACCO SMOKE GENERATED FROM DIFFERENT FLAVORS OF SHISHA
PSS-154: CLINICAL BLIND-SPOTS IN THE TREATMENT OF NICOTINE MISUSE: WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW CAN KILL!

Replaced Presentations

Podium Presentations

Podium Session 15, Presentation 1: EVALUATION OF THE U.S. FEDERAL TOBACCO 21 (T21) LAW AND LESSONS FROM STATE-WIDE T21 POLICIES: FINDINGS FROM POPULATION-LEVEL SURVEYS. *NOTE: Added to session to replace withdrawn presentation.

Paper Plus Presentations

PP4-001: A PILOT RANDOMISED TRIAL OF A BRIEF VIRTUAL REALITY SCENARIO IN SMOKERS UNMOTIVATED TO QUIT: ASSESSING THE FEASIBILITY OF RECRUITMENT. *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract.
PP4-003: EMOTIONAL REGULATION, IMPULSIVITY, 5-HTTLPR AND TOBACCO USE BEHAVIOR AMONG PSYCHIATRIC INPATIENTS. *NOTE: This presentation was moved to poster session1 at the request of the submitter. New Poster Number: 1, PS1-001.
PP-022: RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL OF A MINIMUM VIALBLE PRODUCT (MVP) DIGITAL THERAPEUTIC FOR SMOKING CESSATION *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
PP-032: EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF SMOKING CESSATION SMARTPHONE APPS ON TREATMENT UTILIZATION IN CIGARETTE SMOKERS *NOTE: Moved to Poster Session 2, Poster Number POS2-153 at request of submitter
PP-051: THE HYPOTHETICAL IMPACT OF VAPING PRODUCT REGULATIONS ON VAPE SHOP CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR CHANGE INTENTIONS: OPINIONS OF VAPE SHOP RETAILERS IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
PP-074: ASSESSING THE TOXICITY OF DIY ADDITIVES IN RESPONSE TO A FLAVOR BAN IN ECIG LIQUIDS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
PP-096: EFFECTIVENESS OF WHATSAPP ONLINE GROUP DISCUSSION FOR SMOKING RELAPSE PREVENTION: A PRAGMATIC RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
PP-104: CHANGING AGE PATTERNS OF CIGARETTE AND ENDS TRANSITIONS IN THE PATH STUDY: A MULTISTATE TRANSITION MODEL ANALYSIS OF ADULTS AND YOUTH BEFORE (WAVES 1-4) AND AFTER (WAVES 4-5) 2017 *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
PP4-124: A REMOTE PILOT STUDY TO EXAMINE THE INTERACTIVE EFFECTS OF E-CIGARETTE FLAVOR AND NICOTINE DOSE ON ADDICTION POTENTIAL *NOTE: Removed from the Paper Plus section and added to PS5-155 at the request of the submitter.
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Replaced Presentations (Continued)

Poster Presentations

PS1-016: RTMS DOSING FOR SMOKING CESSATION: PRE-COVID PRELIMINARY RESULTS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS1-040: BIORELEVANT IN VITRO RELEASE TESTING OF ALTERNATIVE NICOTINE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (ANDS) *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract


PS1-103: TOBACCO SMOKE IS A MAJOR SOURCE OF AROMATIC AMINE EXPOSURE IN US ADULTS: NHANES 2013-14 *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS1-149: SELF-REPORT MEASURES OF ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE DEPENDENCE: COMPARISON OF PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS1-152: MINING ANTI-TOBACCO CAMPAIGNS ON SOCIAL MEDIA THROUGH NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING FOR EFFECTIVE CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS1-158: SYMPTOM BURDEN, TOBACCO USE, AND QUIT INTENTIONS AMONG INDIVIDUALS WITH CANCER: AN ANALYSIS OF THE US FDA POPULATION ASSESSMENT OF TOBACCO AND HEALTH (PATH) STUDY *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS2-010: A COMPARISON OF DAILY AND NON-DAILY SMOKERS WITH HIV *NOTE: Moved to Poster Session 3, Poster Number POS3-097 at request of submitter

PS2-084: DETERMINANTS OF WEIGHT CONCERNS AMONG SMOKERS IN A PHYSICAL ACTIVITY (PA)-BASED CESSATION PROGRAM *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS2-143: REAL-TIME EXPOSURE TO ANTI-TOBACCO MESSAGING AMONG YOUNG ADULTS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS2-153: IT TAKES A QUITTER TO MAKE A QUITTER: LEVERAGING INSIGHTS FROM CESSATION PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS TO INFORM RECRUITMENT CAMPAIGNS *NOTE: Moved to Poster Session 1, Poster Number POS1-138 at request of submitter

PS3-140: A RANDOMIZED, CROSSOVER, CLINICAL STUDY TO ASSESS NICOTINE PHARMACOKINETICS AND SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS OF THE BIDI STICK ENDS COMPARED WITH COMBUSTIBLE CIGARETTES AND A COMPARATOR ENDS IN ADULT SMOKERS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS3-147: UTILIZATION AND RELIABILITY OF SMARTPHONE-ENABLED CARBON MONOXIDE DEVICES IN A REMOTE SMOKING CESSATION TRIAL *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS3-155: CANNABIS PREVALENCE, MISUSE, AND PROBLEMS BY US STATE-LEVEL CANNABIS LEGALITY *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS3-158: CIGARETTE SMOKING IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19: EXAMINING CO-MORBID MEDICAL CONDITIONS, COPING, AND RISK PERCEPTIONS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract

PS3-160: EPISODIC FUTURE THINKING AS AN INTERVENTION FOR DEPENDENT E-CIGARETTE USERS *NOTE: Added to replace withdrawn abstract
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Author Updates
Poster Presentations
PS2-141: SUPPORTING YOUTH E-CIGARETTE CESSATION: NCI’S SMOKEFREE.GOV RESOURCES *NOTE: The correct author list and order is as follows:
Ms. Meredith A. Grady
National Cancer Institute
Bethesda, MD

Dr Yvonne M Prutzman
National Cancer Institute
Bethesda, MD

Dr Maria Roditis
National Cancer Institute
Bethesda, MD

Ms. Jessica Ferlo
ICF Next
Rockville, MD

Mr. Brian Keefe
ICF Next
Rockville, MD

Dr Joseph Ciccolo
National Cancer Institute
Rockville, MD

PS2-142: A USABILITY STUDY OF TEENS’ EXPERIENCES WITH AN INTERACTIVE, ONLINE VAPING QUIT PLAN BUILDER. NOTE: The following author was inadvertently omitted during the submission:

Dr. Maria Roditis
National Cancer Institute
Rockville, MD